Letter to DOJ Attorney General

August 20, 2019
The Honorable
William Pelham Barr
Attorney General
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530-0001
Dear sir,
I am writing to you in regard to grave concerns about not only FISA Abuse
and surveillance abuse in regard to our duly elected president but to tell you
that I know first-hand about such abuses because I am one of estimated
thousands of innocent Americans who have been illegally and unethically
targeted for years by DHS FBI Fusion Centers merely to bloat the Watch List in
order to gouge the American tax payer for over-inflated budgets for this nascent
Police State take-over. The monies would further appear to be totally
unaccountable, encouraging abuse of the system.
As a law-abiding citizen, I was blind-sided by the effects of being put under
“enhanced surveillance” without warning or real cause. It took me a while to
research what was happening to me but this apparently is a program
indistinguishable from the old Communist East German Secret Police “No
Touch Torture” psychological operations conducted against East German
dissidents. Look up “Stasi” and “Zersetzung”. The goal was to so destroy every
facet of the person’s life by slander, libel, stalking harassment, blackballing
him from decent jobs or any job, completely isolating him from friends and
family either by lies or threats, that he ends up dead from induced health
issues or suicide. Voilá, no more dissident.
Unfortunately, Homeland Security has “added value” to this heinous program
by introducing the notion the person is now secretly declared a non-person and
may be extrajudicially killed. Access to them is “sold” to various Military
Industrial Complex (MIC) contractors, actual military, and medical labs and
corporations to remotely experiment on them as “biospecimens” requiring no
consent.
Victims report discovering that they have been covertly chipped, to not only
track them real time, but to aid in precise weapons targeting on them
anywhere and everywhere they go. Like the American diplomats attacked in
Cuba (2017) and China (2018), they are exposed to “sonic” type weapons (Radio
Frequency weapons in the microwave range) as well as various other
electromagnetic, mobile antipersonnel Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) so
precise, you can injure or murder a person in one apartment without his
neighbors knowing. While few people know about these weapons, there are
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thousands of patents proving not only their existence, but that there is a new
highly competitive arms race in the development of such weapons - from huge
DEW meant for the war theater to mobile ones meant for crowd dispersal
(“non-lethal”), to lethal antipersonnel or covert assassination purposes.
War grade toxins, gasses, and poisons have also been reported as being
“tested” on these people wrongfully accused and denied their rights. Police,
medical personnel, lawyers, coroners, etc. are bullied by Fusion Centers to not
aid the person or sabotage their services for or concerning the person to help
cover up the seditious and treasonous crimes. They are told to stick to the
narrative that the victim is “mentally ill” and his claims should be dismissed.
Such extreme experimentation on thousands of human beings gathers data
that enables the MIC to attract investors and buyers (billions of dollars of
potential profit), but no rational human being would consent to being targeted
up to the point of and including permanent health damage or an unimaginably
painful death. That is where the fraud Watch List comes in. Anyone at all can
be secretly nominated with no criteria, no oversight and a main Fusion Center
is then tasked to fabricate a false dossier on the person upon which to
predicate the Fusion Center-run, vicious 24/7 stalking harassment by their
Infragard mercenaries (plus criminal gangs) and all which that entails (home
break-ins, pet murders, slander campaigns, vandalism, etc.). As victims are
killed off, new ones are always added onto the Homeland Security conveyor belt
of apparently non-ending expendable citizens. Is this how America dies?
I implore you to shut down this program, investigate and prosecute all those
who turned the American Dream into the American Holocaust. Let swift and
severe justice return to America and let those who sought to destroy us pay the
ultimate price for their betrayal.
Respectfully,

Karen M. Stewart
NSA Intelligence Analyst
28 years, retired.

